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Keep them keen:
creating positive vibes
among young people
about port activities
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Investment priorities
in the Americas… a
new public-private
scheme is announced
in Brazil, and in the US
ports hold out for
federal cash
Photo: Shutterstock/ H Kidd
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Faith in the future
Can Bilbao fulfil its hub port dream?

Rotterdam’s revolution
‘Infrastructure essential to a world-class port’

Eastern star
Megaport to transform the Baltic?
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Double take
Tandem lifts make light work of box ships

Destination: Seychelles
Port Victoria’s campaign to bring back cruises

African ports see capacity increase
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A pelican, a bird found
in Africa, enjoys a fish.
Many of Africa’s ports
are operating at
capacity and some are
considering their
options to increase it
Photo: Shutterstock
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Delegates were
dazzled by a glittering
Hollywood-themed
IAPH conference
hosted by Port of LA
Photos: Aya Fujinami, Hamburg Port

Authority, Port of Los Angeles,

Shutterstock. Art work: Hannah Kidd
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Comment: Secretary General SusumuNaruse looks back
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News: Italian port reform;Mombassa expands; energy in

Trinidad; Maasvlakte 2 update; Savannah deepening disputes 4

Open Forum: AbelMoyo explains howTPA is addressing

congestion and hinterland access at Dar es Salaam 10

Cover Story: This yearmore than 500 delegates headed
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conference and technical committeemeetings 12

Maritime Update: LNG project generates interest in LA;

container weighing at IMO; piracy update; Maersk on sulphur34

IAPH Info: Port visit in Los Angeles; meet your new

executive committee; IAPH awardwinners; new IAPHWomen’s

Forumprofile; six newmembers 38

LastWord: New IAPH 3rd vice presidentDr Priyath

Wickramaon his vision for Sri Lanka’s ports 44
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Then and now: Twenty years after the first automated

terminal opened in Rotterdam, P&H asks what lessons were

learnt andwhat will be done differently at Maasvlakte 2 26

Small steps: Is it worth automating smaller ports, or can

they be just as efficient without the investment? 29

The safety question: Unions fear for personnel

working in almost fully-automated terminals 30

Automating Asia:Many of the region’s ports are seeing

investment in equipment to partially automate terminals 31

Race for the hinterland: Kenya andTanzania are

both positioning their ports to be the gateway of choice for
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Efficiency
counts

India’s private ports
outperform their
public competitors

Fuelling the future
Handling LNG bunkers safely

Hot or cold?
Arctic v Suez in the race from east to west

Repositioning for power
Wind energy lucrative for some ports
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A coal terminal at Port
of Mundra in west
India. In 2012 the port
handled 83M tonnes
of cargo
Photo: Reuters
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Comment: SecretaryGeneral Naruse calls onmembers to

assist President Gilfillan as he revitalises the organisation 3

News: Israel plans for capacity increase; Georgia invests in

disaster unit; eLoran trialled in UK as back up for GPS 4

Open Forum: SIGTTO’s AndrewClifton on the benefits and

challenges of using LNG as a fuel for vessels 12

Cover Story: India’s private ports take the lead; promising

1H2013 for China; Auckland presents two plans 16

Maritime Update: LNG gets EU funding; pirates attack

at anchor; Maritime Labour Convention comes into force 40

IAPH Info: Amsterdamhostsmeeting in November;

newmember; call from technical committee to get involved 44

LastWord: Port of Amsterdam’s CEO onwhymembers from

all regions should attend themeeting in November 48
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Barcodes for bananas: Portsmouth’s web-based

system keeps track of produce across the supply chain 24

Electronic business: A port’s commitment to ebills of

lading can be beneficial across the supply chain 26

Plug in for progress: The realities and perimeters for

ports considering investment in onshore power 28

Does the short cut cost less?The cost and time

differences between the Northern Sea and Suez Canal routes 32

Breath of fresh air: Certain ports have a lot to gain from

diversifying into wind power, reveals IAPH report 36

Under surveillance:TangerMed’s system should cut

the number of Europe-boundmigrants going via the port 38
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The tree of
knowledge... ports can
pass on important
skills through
apprecticeship
programmes

Photo: Danny Cornelissen/
Shutterstock/Matt Ramsdale
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Comment: Secretary General Naruse calls formembers

to prepare for sea level rise 3

News: Port development in Cuba; Northport considers

transhipment; automation for Chinese ports 4

Open Forum: Diane Edwards on the reality for women

wanting to reach the boardroom 12

Cover Story: UK ports see advantage of apprenticeships;

low techmaterial assessment guidelines; Indian Ocean training

challenges; IAPH scholarship case study 14

Maritime Update: LNG bunker facilities for Hamban-

tota; IMODSC update; LNG-fuelled terminal truck in Spain 36

IAPH Info: Several excellent reasons to head to Sydney in

2014; meet theWomen’s Forum chair; two newmembers 40

LastWord: MonicaMichel-Bonvalet from the Port of

Marseille Fos on the new IAPH cruise commitee 44

FEATURES
Offshore depth: One solution that addresses the

dilemma of shallow drafts and bigger ships 22

Wave study: Partners wanted for joint industy project to

better understandmoored vessels 24

Iron increase: Mining giantVale’s commitment in Asia

combines both on and offshore handling 25

Computer spy:MSC Belgium discovered that its container

release codes were not protected from cyber criminals 26

Weighing up the options: IMO’s decision on
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